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1. Fiscal frameworks in the EU - introduction

¾ In discussions on fiscal policy in the EU/EMU, we have to distinguish two levels:
- Fiscal policy at the Member State level (last lecture)
- EU/EMU Fiscal framework
¾ An interplay remains between both layers - the EU/EMU fiscal framework(s) and fiscal policies
at the Member State (both directions!)
- set of the EU rules to follow at the Member State level
- fiscal performance of the Member States (may, or should it?) influence setting of the
rules at the EU level
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EU vs. National Budgets

5 PREZIDENTS'
REPORT:
STRENGHTENING
EA FISCAL
CAPACITY?

SGP
REFORM
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Fiscal deficit bias
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Fiscal deficit bias (1/3)

¾ Most researchers observed in between 1970s and mid-1990s substantial fiscal deficit and
increasing debt – a deficit bias for most advanced economies (?)…:
¾ Explanations put forward (Calmfors, 2015):
- Informational problems of both government and electorate ("fiscal illusion" – i.e.
not realized that primary surpluses to be generated in the future)
- Informational asymmetries – voters imperfectly informed about the government's
competency (voters may not realize consequence of deficits)
- Common pool problem – interest groups lobbying for spending programs, costs shared
across the board;
- Electoral uncertainty – current fiscal irresponsibility may crowd-out spending
programs of political competitors in the future
- Time inconsistency of fiscal policy – temptation to boost output through
unanticipated boost to aggregate demand (in SR, prices/wages slow to adjust)
- Exploitation of future generations
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Deficit bias – a global picture

Source: AMECO Database, European Commission
Note: 2014-2015 date are estimates/forecasted values http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/eu/forecasts/2016_winter/statistical_en.pdf
Data codes:
Net lending (+) or net borrowing (-): general government :- ESA 2010 (UBLG)
General government consolidated gross debt :- Excessive deficit procedure (UDGG)
Date of extraction: 23/03/2016
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Fiscal deficit bias (2/3)

¾Fiscal rules
- since about 1980s started to be seen as remedy to a deficit bias
- "Rules versus discretion" - classic article by Kydland and Prescott (1977) on time
inconsistency of policies
- thought to have easier "constitutional rules" behind a veil of ignorance on potentially
negative effects of irresponsible policies in the longer term (Calmfors, 2015)
¾Deficit bias, rules and monetary union :
- Politicians used the euro as an opportunity to introduce "constraints at the EU level"
--- but moving "time-inconsistency" issue to the EU level (e.g. SGP in 2004-5)?
Yes, but national prestige at stake…(Calmfors, 2015)
- Rules at the EU level used to ensure safeguards and prevent running high deficits and
shifting part of the costs to others via:
--- higher inflation may induce the ECB to hike the rates
--- fear of default in one country may raise the risk premia in other countries
--- in crisis/threat of default/contagion, bail-out induces costs to others/taxpayers
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The EU fiscal rules – before and after the crisis
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The EU fiscal rules

¾Costs-related concerns helped to establish fiscal rules at the EU level*
- the no-bail-out clause (Article 125 of the Treaty) – prohibition of EU institutions and
other governments to bail out individual government facing a default.
- a government deficit ceiling of 3% of GDP and government debt 60% of GDP (if debt
ratio > 60% of GDP it has to converge "at satisfactory pace")
- adherence to a medium-term objective (MTO), i.e. to structural balance of "close to
zero or in surplus"
- In addition, procedural rules were established – multilateral surveillance, including
submission of the annual economic/fiscal policy programs
(*) Legislation: The EU Treaty, SGP secondary legislation based on the Treaty Articles 121 and 126):
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The rules of the SGP – some history
•

Pact signed by all EU Heads of State in 1997 in Amsterdam

•

Two arms, set up to be consistent:
The preventive arm aims to ensure strong underlying public finances
The corrective arm (Excessive deficits procedure - EDP) corrects gross policy errors.

•

Two complementary texts of EU law

-

Regulation 1466/97

-

Regulation 1467/97

•

Amended twice:

-

In 2005: economic rationale/ "change in the rules" (Calmfors, 2015)

-

In 2011: efficiency of surveillance

(Six Pack – in force since December 2011)

2011 SGP Reform: key lessons
Several issues with pre-crisis rules that made them hard to apply (Calmfors, 2015):
• Immediate sanctions rather harsh (interest free deposit up to 0.5% of GDP)
• Sanctions add to the deficit problem
• Each step by the ECOFIN with a QM in favour, easier to block with "deficit peers"
• Decisions in the procedure for a repeated game Æ incentives of ministers affected
• PLUS: combination with macro-imbalance not foreseen (IE, ES housing booms..)
And no-bail-out clause…(?)
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2011 SGP Reform: key features (1/2)
Key features of the SGP reform can be summarized as follows (Calmfors, 2015):
• 1 Strengthening of deficit and debt rules
--- debt rule operationalized (debt/GDP to diminish at the pace of 1/20 of the
differential at above 60% of GDP per year)
--- reverse qualified majority introduced at the Council
--- sanctions in the preventive arm if significant deviation from MTO/or an
adjustment to it
--- sanctions more graduated (fines just for EA!)
--- strengthening on data reporting
• 2 Macroeconomic imbalance procedure
--- monitoring of imbalances
--- procedure: if not corrective measures Æ deposits/fines (just for EA!)
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2011 SGP Reform: key features (2/2)
Key features of the SGP reform can be summarized as follows (continued):
• 3 Better co-ordination of policies at the national and the EU level
--- (EU Semester)
• 4 National fiscal frameworks strengthened (note EA vs. NEA, "fiscal compact")*
--- balanced budget rule (numerical rule/structural deficit)
--- comprehensive public accounting for all layers of government
--- multiannual fiscal planning
--- fiscal planning based on realistic forecasts
--- rules monitored by independent institutions (compact+2-pack)
• 5 (New guidelines on "making best use of the flexibility within the existing rules")
--- possibility of a slower adjustment towards the MTO when structural reforms
or some public investments are undertaken.
*Note: different rules for EA and N-EA apply (six-pack vs two-pack), including "Fiscal compact" (TSCG) – see European
Commission (2012)
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2011 SGP Reform: wrap-up
The two main expected outcomes of the SGP reform were
1. Targeted scope and nature of surveillance
wider, deeper, better integrated
2. Improve follow-up and enforcement
stronger enforcement instruments, influence on national economic policy debates

Criticism rather on remaining gaps of the framework, notably (Calmfors, 2016):
"Repeated game" problem remains
Macroeconomic imbalances decisions may be judgmental
Uncertainty on calculation of cyclically adjusted balances
Correction mechanisms to restore budget balance per se not automatic
Violation of the bail-out rule may pose credibility problem for the EU –level rule
New debt rule difficult to comply with, especially in low (nominal) growth environment
Danger that "flexibility/investment clause" to be abused
15
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The 2011 SGP reform – more details…
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Re 1+2 - Six-pack)
Fiscal rules

Macroeconomic surveillance

Prevention of gross policy errors:
introducing the concept of expenditure
benchmark

New rules for:
prevention and correction of
macroeconomic imbalances

Focus on debt on top of deficit:
explicit benchmark for a sufficiently diminishing
debt ratio

(macroeconomic imbalances procedure)

Strengthening the national level:
Minimum requirements for budgetary
frameworks of the Member States

Enforcement

Enforcement

New sanctions toolbox
(financial fines)

New enforcement measures (financial
fines)

Structural balance
(Measuring fiscal effort…)

Structural Balance = Adjusting the nominal budget balance for the business cycle and
one-offs and temporary measures

SB =

BB
− ε . Output Gap
1Y 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 3
Cyclically

adjusted

budget

balance

( CAB

− oneoffs
)

Note:
At potential SB = deficit => change in SB used as measure of effort.
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Re 2 – Macroeconomic imbalance procedure

Alert

Mechanism
Report
(Scoreboard and
thresholds)

Nov

No problem
Procedure stops

In-Depth
Reviews
Commission
prepares indepth country
reviews (IDR),
using a wide
set of
indicators and
analytical tools.
Feb

No problem
Procedure
stops

Programme
countries
their own
enhanced
surveillance

Imbalances
Recommendations
integrated under European
Semester
June
Excessive imbalances
Ad hoc decision of not
triggering corrective action
(given the quality of NRPs
and SPs/CPs)
June

Ad hoc specific monitoring
19
of policy implementation
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Re 2 – Macroeconomic imbalance procedure

Scoreboard

Source: Alert Mechanism Report (2015)
Data: Scoreboard data platform http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/indicators/economic_reforms/eip/
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Re 3 – Co-ordination of economic policies
- EU Semester
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EMU Fiscal framework: who does what?
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Fiscal councils
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Fiscal councils
= independent institutions monitoring government's fiscal policy
Developments of fiscal councils: (Calmfors, 2016):
-

Quite some history – NL (1945), DE (1963) and more recent uptake – SE (2007), UK (2010)

-Initially, viewed as a parallel to delegation of MP to independent central banks (x inflation bias)
-But delegation of fiscal decisions never caught on (redistributive effects/political) Æ watchdog
-to influence policy through inputs (decision making) or indirectly through public discussion
-Official mandate more effective (x think-tanks), especially if G must respond/FC active in media
-Part of SGP reform

(2-pack/euro area) and "fiscal compact"; 6-pack just independent forecasts

FC-mechanics with potential to counteract a deficit bias:
-Better information to voters/politicians – increases awareness on inter-temporal constraints.
-Reduce information asymmetries – weakens incentives of governments to pretend competency
through deficit-financed expenditure.
-Reduces possibility for government to use over-optimistic growth forecast
-Mitigate common-pool problem through accurate estimates of costs of spending programs
-Raise the costs for government deficits by identifying future consequences
-Detection and identification of unsustainable booms/bubbles.
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Fiscal councils
Would fiscal councils suffer from "time inconsistency" problem?
(i.e. will there be a temptation to abolish FCs, if in conflict with government aims?)

Calmfors (2015) argues that it primarily depends on the cause of the deficit bias:
-(1) If due to general over-optimism or imperfect understanding of the inter-temporal budget
constraint/unsustainable booms – with better information, no need to dismantle council
-(2) If due to a desire to exploit future generations – government may have incentives dismantle
the fiscal councils
Note: Fiscal councils usually co-exist/complement the fiscal rules (SGP reform). In the case 2) ignoring/dismantling FC entails a
larger reputation costs for government (than reneging on a rule)

History confirms that some governments curtailed activities of the Councils:
-Effectively abolished (HU, 2010), budget cuts (CAN, BE)
-Hence, strong legal guarantees important (prohibition of instructions, long-term budget, term).
-But also a reputation build-up based on sound analysis and communication

Reforms in the EU – proposal for European Fiscal Council (The Five Presidents Report)
-European FC would co-ordinate/complement the national councils, rules watchdog at EU level
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Fiscal union
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Fiscal union
Calmfors (2015) concludes that:
1. Fiscal councils:
-are a useful complement to fiscaI rules
-could make a difference, but relative importance difficult to estimate (depends on varying causes of
debt bias/little knowledge of)
-are most helful when deficit bias depends on informational deficiencies
-however, implausible to assume that councils/rules would make deficit problems fully to vanish

2. Centralized fiscal decisions do not seem plausible
-Fiscal union does not seem politically feasible (at least in the short/medium run)
-Bail-outs during the crisis created moral hazard Æ Monetary integration with bail-outs (and without
fiscal union), however, does not seem a viable option.
-Possible avenue seen in restoring a no-bail-out clause which relies on market discipline
-This would require sound banking system/banking union – to be able to cope with large
shocks/government bankruptcies.
-Note: Compare with the approach taken Eichengreen and Wyplosz (2016) and the Five Presidents' Report (2015)
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6. Conclusions

Dr. Zdeněk Čech
zdenek.cech11@gmail.com
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Additional slides
SGP (just for info / enthusiasts…)
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What is a prudent fiscal policy?
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Preventive arm of the SGP
- overview -
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Two pillars: adjusting towards the MTO
 The medium-term budgetary objective (MTO)
 Country-specific numerical value for the structural balance

 The Expenditure Benchmark (EB): circumvent uncertainty surrounding the structural
balance
 Expenditure rule that avoids explosive and unsustainable expenditure trends

 Two pillars: change in the structural balance and the Expenditure Benchmark.
 Calibrated to be the same over time but sometimes capture different dynamics
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The Medium-Term budgetary Objective
Country-specific fiscal target for SB
Defined in structural terms
Requirements (Regulation 1466/97)
(i) Safety margin with respect to the 3%
Æ BAD TIMES
(ii) Sustainability of public finances Æ DEBT & FUTURE LIABILITIES
(iii) Allow room for stabilization over the cycle Æ STRUCTURAL
Limits
• Euro area and ERMII: -1.0%
• TSCG: -0.5% (unless debt ↓↓ 60% and ↓sustainability risks)
Process
• Attain their MTO or be on the adjustment path towards it
• Annual adjustment more in good times, less in bad times
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The Expenditure Benchmark
Rule that limits annual net expenditure growth
Net expenditure growth = ∆ total expenditure – discretionary revenue measures
Requirements (Regulation 1466/97)
• For Member States at MTO, net expenditure growth should not exceed the
medium-term potential GDP growth.
• For Member States not at MTO, net expenditure should grow at a lower rate.
Objective
• Ensure that increases in expenditure are properly financed
• The EB does not constrain the size of the government
Process
• Net expenditure growth is assessed every year once for all MS and twice for EA
MS
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Expenditure benchmark: the rationale
• Unsustainable trends of expenditures and yet…
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Corrective arm of the SGP
- overview -
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Compliance with the deficit criterion
Rule: General government deficit must be at/below 3% of GDP
Flexibility:
Necessary conditions: Deficit close to 3% + the deviation is temporary
Temporary = Commission forecasts show the deficit coming
back to/below 3%
Other factor taken into account: Is the deviation exceptional?
Exceptional = excess results from (i) unusual event outside
the control of MS and with a major impact on the financial
position of the general government or (ii) a severe downturn
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Compliance with the debt criterion
Rule: Debt < 60% of GDP or sufficiently diminishing and approaching
60% at a satisfactory pace
Debt requirements operationalised with 6-pack:
Definition of sufficiently diminishing = respect of the debt reduction
benchmark (CoC)
Debt reduction benchmark = reduction of 5% per year on average
over 3 years of the gap to 60% (taking into account the cycle or met
in the next two years)
Transition period for 3 years after the correction of the excessive
deficit: no "full" implementation of the rule but sufficient progress to
be made
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Sanctions toolbox – euro area
When?

What?

Opening of the Excessive Deficit Non-interest-bearing deposit
Procedure 0.2% of GDP
Failure to take effective action to correct Fine
the excessive deficit 0.2% of GDP
Repeated failure to take effective action Fine
to correct the excessive deficit 0.2% of GDP + variable component

For all MS except UK: suspension of commitments or payments under the structural
funds
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